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s soon as the Mountain Rescue Team of Royal Air Force Hong 
Kong had been reconstituted on the lines of a similar organisa
tion in the United Kingdom, we began to train a portion of it 

in rock-climbing, acting upon the principle that the team as a whole 
would be far happier on steep slopes in bad weather if a portion at least 
were fully experienced cragsmen. The next stage was the exploration 
and development of the local cliffs, and for this purpose a Hong Kong 
Mountaineering Club was formed a club, incidentally, \vhose hard 
core is civilian but which welcomes Servicemen as members, and whose 
committee are even now compiling a guide-book to the many very 
enjoyable climbing areas in the Colony. From there we looked further 
afield. With the Himalayas too far away in time and money, with 
Sikang fenced off by a political barrier, our gaze came to rest on Kina
balu, both accessible and cheap. 

This mountain dominates North Borneo in fact and legend as 
Vesuvius dominates the Naples area (see Map 1). Although thirty 
miles from the coast near J esselton, it can be seen from far out to sea, 
clear in the morning sunlight, its bald head alone of the Borneo moun
tains rising proudly above the tropical forest. Perhaps long ago it 
possessed the white hair of eternal snow, but its present 13,455 ft. 
does not allow snow to lie, although frost is a common occurrence. 
Because of its latitude (6° N.) it experiences little annual temperature 
variation, but its main meteorological feature is the dry season, which 
occurs from February to May, March being the driest of all. Even 
during this period the clear skies of dawn are likely to cloud over by 
9 a.m., torrential rain beginning at 2 p.m. and continuing till 5 p.m~ 
to give a clear evening and night. 

In shape, the mountain resembles a horseshoe whose mouth opens 
toward the north (see Map 11). To the arch of the shoe, the ground 
rises fairly gently from the south, but on the west and the north, and 
even in the cleft, the gradient is impressively severe, presenting for 
some future expedition a smooth vertical face some 4,ooo ft. in height. 
In general, the vegetation, as represented by the stunted moss forest, 
ceases at about 1o,ooo ft., except on the western pr~cipice where the 
natural masonry offers no foothold to plants from well below this 
altitude. The summit of the horseshoe is surprisingly even, the ridge 
running for nearly three miles with less than a thousand-foot variation 
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in height. The actual peaks, of which there are a number, consist of 
mounds of rock rising from a turtle-back in the case of the western 
arm, or a thin arete in the case of the eastern arm. The two named 
peaks are Low's Peak, the highest, and Kinabalu South, on which is 
built a trig. point. The other feature is the top of the central cleft, 
called Low's Gulley, where the ridge is intersected by a soo-ft. cut with . . 

overhanging sides, rather like the Breche de Roland above Gavarnie. 
The first ascent, as far as we know, was made by Low in 1844 by the 
route which is normally used now. This diverges from the main Kota 
Belud-Ranau track at about 4,ooo ft. and climbs up a fairly good path 
to Kambaranga, a radio relay station at 7 ,ooo ft. From there the 
route is steeper to Paka Cave at g, 700 ft., where the night is usually 
spent, and beyond a good if steep track leads up onto the summit 
plateau. The normal route is made many times a year, but until a 
few weeks before we reached Borneo, no one had crossed the deep cut 
which separates the Eastern ridge from the tourist area. This has 
now been done, but not by experienced rock-climbers, so it is fairly 
certain that the majority of this ridge remains untrodden, although we 
were unable to obtain a reliable account. 

Our o\vn expedition began as an unambitious scheme to ascend by 
the normal route, with, perhaps, a little rock-climbing on the top. 
Fired by the flattery of the Press, we seized upon the suggestion of the 
District Officer of Kota Belud to blaze a new trail up the northern side. 
For this, I first made a personal air reconnaissance which was mainly 
spoilt by cloud. The maps of this area previous to our visit are without 
contours, and even the rivers are shown as straight dotted lines. The 
verti~al air photographs of I 949 and the obliques especially taken for us 
are still the only real source of knowledge of this area, far exceeding 
what we were able to see with our own eyes. A new map, based on 
these photographs, is being prepared. We set out, therefore, equipped 
for only ten days away from civilisation, of which it took us about four 
to realise that we should need all of this and maybe much more to reach 
the summit. \Ve were, therefore, forced to abandon our northern 
route in favour of a traverse to the tourist way, by which we reached 
the summit. This article is not so much an account of our own expedi
tion as a consideration of the factors which would assist or impede a 
future expedition. 

Our journey to and from Kinabalu was a study in itself. The party 
consisted of Flight-Lieutenant Milledge, Messrs. Christie, Carr, Kelly, 
and Smith, with myself as leader. We left Hong Kong by R.A.F. 
schedule aircraft, and, after a night at Clark Field, found ourselves at 
Labuan for a quick change to an awaiting ~.N.Z.A.F. Bristol Freighter, 
so that we arrived at Jesselton by 15.00 hours, just twenty-four hours 
after leaving Hong Kong. There, an awaiting Landrover and trailer 
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transported us in three hours at the price of forty-five Malayan dollars 
to Kota Belud, where the excellent organisation of the District Officer, 
Mr. de la Poer Beresford Peirse, had everything ready. Our return 
journey to J esselton was equally rapid for me by air through Ranau, 
for the rest via Kota Belud but then things went astray. We had 
calculated on a forty-five-minute air journey back to Labuan, but things 
were otherwise. The R.A.F. were not disposed to provide us with an 
aircraft as before ; the opening of the Brunei airfield on the day of our 
arrival had caused eighty per cent. of the Malayan Airway schedules to 
be switched from Labuan to Brunei, so that it was only possible to 
reach Labuan by overflying and returning at considerable extra cost ; 
shipping involved several days' wait, and the railway had its dis
advantages. I was lucky enough to be accommodated in the resident's 
launch. It was by rail that the party \vent, crossing the Beaufort River 
at Beaufort and ending up at W eston, separated from Labuan by thirty 
miles of shallow water. By the kind offices of the District Officer, 
Labuan, a launch was provided, but they arrived at the airport just an 
hour after the last plane for Hong Kong had left ; the next was five 
days later. 

I think I enjoyed travelling with those Dusun coolies from Kota 
Belud as much as with the best of Himalayan coolies. Admittedly they 
did not seem to possess such outstanding qualities of character, but 
then our almost total lack of Malayan, which they only spoke haltingly 
themselves, provided a great barrier to mutual understanding. They 
only carried thirty-five lb. of our baggage each, but then they carried 
eight days' food for themselves and were ready to sleep out in the jungle 
with nothing but the blankets we gave them. But except for one slight 
difference of opinion after six days, when we were easily able to change 
four coolies, our relations were as smooth as could be. Perhaps I have 
grown older since I last visited the Himalayas (actually two years), but 
I felt far more parentally inclined to my charges than ever before. 
We had also two others: Abu Bakar, the sirdar, who spoke English 

. 
and who was worth his weight in gold, looked after both the moral and 
spiritual side of the expedition, for he was a local imam who treated 
the trip as a pastoral circuit, holding services in each village we visited, 
no doubt putting the lVIoslem religion several goals ahead in the match 
for pagan souls which is continually being played with the Christian 
Missions ; and Sempel, by character a clown, and useless as a guide, 
but whom we paid for willingly for his undoubted leadership. We 
gave him a pair of jungle boots which he wore for the main portion of 
the expedition when he could have gone barefoot, with the result that 
he had such blisters that he threw his boots away and wore his feet to 
ribbons on the rock near the summit. 

There can be little doubt that the best approach is from Melankap 

• 
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Kapak (see Map III). This charming village of even more charming 
Dusuns, where the married women still display their ample or obsole
scent bosoms, where water still comes in lengths of bamboo, and where 
the normal method of disposal is to part the floor covering so that 
everything falls to the ground beneath the huts for the benefit of the 
local pigs, lies an interesting two days from Kota Belud. A jeep may 
be taken for the first ten miles, but even this would not permit the 
journey to be done in one day by a loaded party. From the z,ooo ft. 
of Melankap Kapak the mountain is even more impressive than the 
Matterhorn from Zermatt, and the northern cliffs possess a Dolomite 
quality. In the dry months, when an expedition must take place, a 
dozen or so local men should be available for carrying, although the 
route into the Penataran provides little difficulty. From there it is 
doubtful if local assistance is any advantage. These Dusun men are 
very friendly and intelligent. They consider themselves every bit the 
equal of the white man and possess none of the Victorian priggishness of 
so many natives. On crossing a stream they often strip off their clothes, 
keeping only the left hand firmly clasped over what they would conceal
a procedure we found demanding excellent balance, to retain which we 
were sometimes forced to exhibit ourselves in unDusun exposure. 

From Melankap Kapak, the path falls steeply some 700 ft. to the 
River Kiululu, and from there a fairly easy route exists in dry weather 
up two miles of this small stream. The water is rarely deeper than 
three feet, a:nd a comfortable passage can be made up the banks provid
ing one is prepared to cross every two hundred yards or so and make 
two or three diversions up the steep banks to avoid rock obstacles. 
Two miles of this, and a faint path leads very steeply up the southern 
bank for about I ,ooo ft., faintly blazed, so that our guide, Liman, the 
headman of Melankap Kapak, had no difficulty in following it to the 
ridge, whence we descended to the Penataran. According to the air 
photographs a route to the Eastern ridge should be possible by turning 
east along this dividing ridge and cutting through about five miles of 
jungle on that ridge. The difficulties of route-finding, however, might 
be severe since at no time would it be possible to get a view of the 
surrounding country, and climbing obstacles exist in the latter stages. 
This route is shown in our photograph of Mount Kinabalu (see Map 
Ill), but no scale is given upon this as no scale is possible, the higher 
portion of the mountain being shown at double the scale of the lower. 
We chose instead to follow the Penataran. 

Our descent to that river was unpleasant, on steep slippery slopes 
heavily leech-infested, all in tropical rain. Our day's march from 
Melankap to our first Camp A (see Map IV) covered little more than a 
mile measured directly, and our next day's likewise, though both repre
sented a lot of physical effort in the damp steamy jungle. So great was 
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the humidity that the drop of a thousand feet from the ridge to the 
river was sufficient to cause all cameras to steam up, showing that the 
humidity was very nearly 100 per cent. We normally left our camp 
sites at 6 a.m. so as to be in the next by 2 p.m. when the rain started. 
The Penataran is a considerably larger river than the Kiululu and the 
jungle does not meet overhead. Fording it, still necessary every two 
hundred yards or so, involves going in as far as the waist, even in a 
dry month, and a staff is necessary to keep one's balance. The stream 
is too great to allow one to make progress against it, so that passage up 
one bank or another is the only means of progress. Our first camp lay 
at little more than I ,ooo ft. a.s.l. and during the day we rose a thousand 
feet in about two miles to Camp B, the sides becoming steeper and the 
bed also as we ascended. At this rate we reckoned another two days 
would have got us to C provided unexpected difficulties did not arise ; 
up to this point we reckon that local porters would be adequate. The 
question of footwear gave us much cause for thought, for there is no 
doubt at all that the bar~ native foot has all the advantages. The 
civilised foot, however used to walking bare, rapidly softens when 
immersed for days at a time, and the pain of sharp rocks and pebbles is 
then considerable. Rubber soles of any type are extremely treacherous 
under water wherever lichen gro\vs which is everywhere. Nailed 
boots, which we did not have, would almost certainly shed their nails after 
a few days' continual immersion. Trousers, too, have their problems, 
and shorts seemed best where the jungle is not thorny, for these enable 
a constant watch to be kept for leeches and are more comfortable for 
wading. 

From Point C all is conjecture based entirely on the air photographs, 
and what little we ourselves saw from Melankap Kapak or from the 
top. Our original Intention had been to ascend Low's Gulley, but the 
sides of this as seen from above are of prodigious steepness, and it 
appears that access to the gulley itself is guarded by a massive waterfall 
at C. The curving ridge above C seems to offer no particular difficulty 
as we saw it from Melankap and there is some first-class rock on the 
Eastern ridge. The crux of the whole matter seems to lie between 
C and the P of Proposed. In this area Sherpas or Gurkhas \vould 
probably be necessary. Even were all plain sailing, the ten thousand 
vertical feet of jungle-covered ridge would take at least three days for 
a loaded party, even if the slabs at the summit are not serious. Allow
ing another day to conquer the highest point from here, the total climb 
would take eight days from Melankap Kapak or ten from Kota Belud. 

But once on top, what then of the return ? From the descriptions 
circulating of the great cleft around the letters A and B of Kinabalu, it 
seems unlikely that a loaded party of local porters could come this way 
in either direction. These vvould have to return the way they had come 
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while the climbers themselves completed the traverse of the horseshoe 
and returned by the tourist route. 

A few -vvords are necessary about our journey from Melankap Kapak. 
We had been told that a track existed from Melankap Tamis to Kiau 
and we set out to do this guided by the headman of Melankap Kapak. 
The result was that we became badly lost in the jungle and wasted a 
day. This track is known to have existed in the days of Whitehead 
( r 8go) but seems little known now. It is doubtful whether it is worth 
the attempt. 

In conclusion, therefore, I consider that the northern approach is 
perfectly feasible but that it will take at least ten days from Kota Belud 
if all goes well. It is doubtful whether it can be accomplished without 
some climbing porters, except by a small party who must be very tough 
and experts in jungle travel. As for ourselves, if we get back to the 
mountain, I think it will be to ascend the normal route and camp on the 
top for a week of pure rock-climbing. 

• 

• 
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